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Iwamoto Chizuna?s Business Venture in Thailand in the 1890s:  
His Biography and Projects of Japanese Laborer Emigration  
to Siam ?Part 2?
Eiji Murashima
The first part of this paper was published in March 2016 ?No. 26 issue of this journal?.
In this second part, after introducing an unpublished Iwamoto Chizuna?s autobiography written in 
the end of 1896, the following topics will be treated; ?1? Emigrant protection regulations issued by Japa-
nese government, ?2? relationship between Iwamoto and Ogura Ko, a private emigrant broker, ?3? Iwa-
moto?s failed attempt to export a large number of Japanese laborers to Siam in 1895, ?4? the fate of 20 
Japanese emigrant who were led by Miyazaki Toten to Siam in October 1895. In addition, some errors of 
fact in My Thirty-Three Year?s Dream: The Autobiography of Miyazaki Toten will be pointed out.
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 The death of  Siam Crown Prince on 1? 4? ???? confirmed by Siam Ministry ???? of Agriculture and Commerce now 
here on the way to Japan incognito for good but now he will return to Bangkok.  Daily press says excitements prevail at Bang-
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